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editorial
Fooling
No 011e
In early October the Board of
Educational Finance (BEF) approved
a recommendation of a 20 percent
tuition increase for the ·state's
universities over the next two years,
and proceeded to figure budget
requests on the assumption the
legislature would pass such a tuition
increase.
But Wednesday in Santa Fe a
member of the joint Appropriations
and Finance Committee pointed out
to William McConnell, BEF director,
that all 'the BEF budget
recommendations are based on the
premise a tuition hike-which hasn't
even been introduced so far in the
legislature-would be passed. So the
committee then directed the BEF to
recalculate their figures without
assuming the foregone conclusion of
a tuition increase.
Yet a tuition increase is pretty
much of a foregone conclusion.

Although the vote of the committee
for another budget study was almost
unanimous, there was no indication
the members are actually against the
tuition hike proposaL In fact,
questioning of students and
administrators who spoke against the
tuition hike took the tack a raise in
tuition would probably not hurt the
universities because surrounding
states also plan to raise tuition. And
a pre-session sample of legislators
found them disagreeing on how
much a tuition hike wouk! be, not
whether there would be one at all.
McConnell already told the
committee budget recalculations
would add about $700,000 to the
appropriation request for 1971-72,
since the tuition increase would
bring an extra million to the
universities and a companion
proposal to increase gratis

scholarships would cost about
$300,000.
.
In the past the BEF has nc;>t
exactly had a great track record m
pre dieting the needs to the
universities. And no doubt the BEF
should have thought to include
budget proposals both with a?d
without possible tuition hikes to giVe
the committee a basis for
comparison.
Still, historically the legislature
has followed BEF budget
recommendations for the universities
no matter how disasterously far off
those figures might later prove to be,
so the sudden concern with the BEF
is a little out-of-character. More than
likely the legislatme is trying to
protect its. own sacred prerogative in
proposing tuition increases . . . and
they are not really fooling anyone.
Sue Major

editorial
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Triviality
Revisited

!

Hansen, O'Neill Elected
As Top GSA Executives
Bert Hansen defeated Kathy
The ex-president noted the
McNerney in the second Graduate
library
and improvement in
Student Association (GSA)
finances
for
graduate students as
election held, by a scant 16 vo~es.
the
main
subjects
GSA will have
Balloting ended Friday with
to
contend
with
this spring.
Hansen elected president and Jim
"They
are
by
far
the most
O'Neill elected vice president. Ray pressing issues," said Pickens.
Schowers was appointed
Hansen said he expects to
administrative aid by Hansen. watch
closely the impending GA,
Official vote figures were TA cutbacks now being discussed
unavailable at Lobo press time,
in the state legislature. He said he
Hansen, following the election, would work for the formation of
said he had "a feeling" the a lobby for graduate students so
election would be contested.
"we won't be caught with our
He added he was disappointed pants down through no fault of
with 'the turnout of voters, noting our own," said Hansen,
the mild tone of the campaign
Of McNerney Pickens said,
may have been a contributing "Kathleen put on one of the best
factor in the low turnout of and most effective campaigns I've
voters. Last year's first GSA seen.,,
election attracted 1145 voters
"I can be just as effective on
compared to little more than 800 the outside," said McNerney
this year.
following the election adding she
Bill Pickens, outgoing president thought "Bert will do well."
of the GSA, also was dismayed
Pickens, Duke Duquette,
with the voter turnout,
ex-vice president and Danny
Pickens said Hansen and Romero, administrative aid, will
McNerny were two of the finest all drop out of student
candidates he had seen. He added government. Pickens plans to go
the closeness of the vote pointed to the west coast to work on a
out the calibre of the two Ph.D. in history.
candidates,
Bert Hansen will assume
"I have great confidence in Bert control of the GSA Tuesday at
Hansen," said Pickens, "he is from 7:30 at a GSAC meeting in the
scientific discipline department faculty lounge. Pickens and
(physics) and will have a different Duquette will make their final
approach to GSA."
remarks.

E

Having already bestowed upon
him one-half of the Triviality of the
Week Award, The Lobo is hereby
bestowing the .Commendation of the
Week Award upon former Gov.
David F. Cargo for returning the
moon rocks to the people of New
Mexico. (And to present Gov. Bruce
King for not atten~ing the
presentation ceremonies.)
Sarah Laidlaw
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'Another. Bag Of Rocks! Oh, How Can We Ever Thank You?'
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If The
Shoe Fits
By DEANNE STILLMAN
At the risk of being labelled a
reactionary fascist pig, I would like
to say the subculture (whose leader,
according to the New York Times, is
Abbie Hoffman), is getting on my
nerves, but I would like to explain
the evolution of my cynicism.
The subculture may be loosely
defined as a group which initiates
and frequents "political" rallies,
probably smokes dope and is most
likely in college.
My initial contact with the which was already overflowing with student support in a general strike.
subculture was two years ago at names of eager beaver freshmen who Of course, the student body struck,
freshman orientation at New York wanted to freak out and dismay their the pressure was on and it was the
University (NYU), an East Coast parertts. After all, any group which only cool thing to do. Besides, the
bastion of pseudo-radicalism, interrupts the president of a gripe happened to be legitimate. In
including Marxists with color TV's in university must be inherently good. fact, some students were so taken
My disillusionment with the group
their apartments, communists with
with the legitimacy of the complaint
allowance checks in their pockets came about shortly. Most of us were that they picketed between classes.
and the standard revolutionary in not on scholarships (NYU is
I volunteered as a strike marshal,
residence who now subverts the expensive), were the children and/or which, when I explain what that
relatives of fairly well-off families,
economy by selling shoes.
for some unfathomable reason meant, you'll agree was hard to
and
Anyway the president of the
admit. Marshaling entailed standing
university, James M. Hester, was identified with the proletariat. Few around outside classroom buildings
delivering his "the world is your of us were bailing out any political and leading chants-"NYU is a racist
oyster speech" and I, only several prisoners with our money but school, James M. Hester is a racist demands as the inevitable happened.
hours out of the womb of Cleveland, persisted in barraging the student fool," "Big firms get rich, GI's die," Well, the strike was short lived (three
Ohio, was believing every word of it. body and any unknowing faculty and the proverbial "work, study, get days) but it sure was fun.
I suppose I happen to meet the
At a no doubt carefully timed members with Free Bobby Seale ahead, kill." What these had to do
leaflets
and
continued
buying
next
criteria for coolness-! was
moment during his oration, my
with anything I'll never know. After gassed in Washington at the
at
one
of
the
working
class
clothes
naivete was encroached upon by
a rough day of screaming, chanting
several people claiming to be SDSers local head shops which probably and milling around, I would return moratorium. The reaction to the
made a fortune on the revolutionary
gassing was varied-some chicks
who stood up and began shouting look.
to my plush 5th Ave. dorm room for worried about their runny mascara,
inane and absurd questions: "Isn't it
Later on that year a black some well-deserved food and shelter. some of the guys took it well as it
true, Pres. Hester, that you sit on the
Of course the administration had
Board of Union Carbide which has administrator who had been hired outsmarted us all along-they knew was a chance to display their virility
factories in Rhodesia, which is a with black student approval was in a few days people would get sick and those unfortunates who couldn't
racist country?" and "Isn't it true fired without black student approval of raised fists and .right ons and make it boosted my ego 10 points by
that you have Puerto Rican and the Black Allied Students would return to class. They even applauding my efforts with "Hey,
servants?" Hester of course refused Association (BASA) requested white conceded to a couple of token man, did you get gassed?"
Well the culmination of all these
to answer the questions, said he'd
events
was dropping out of school
meet with the ".radicals" at a
and transfering to UNM where the
prearranged time and wrote off the
Lobo
Staff
air
is cleaner and student lethargy
interruption as "rude" and
Editor:
Sarah
Laidlaw
"ill-mannered."
seems natural. But lately I hear talk
Managing Editor: Don Burge
of
action in the Duke City-some
I was so shocked by the turn of
Everett Robinson
Charles
Andrews
Bob
Butler
students
say they want another
events that I attended the next SDS
Paul Fleck
Casey Church
Tony
Loudcrbough
strike, only this time they are
Any Garmczy
meeting to see who these
Buffic Lanca~tcr
Kathi Schroeder
Pat
McArdle
admitting strikes are fun.
ill-mannered people could be. For
Sue Major
Howard Donald~on
Jim
Pcnsicro
Barbara Morgan
Apparently the fun and games
some strange reason I was enraptured
Elizabeth Meier
Robert Smith
Roger Ruvolo
during
last year's strike has negated
by what I now call mundane and
Robin l'oppclsdorf
Deanne Stillman
Mark Sanchc7.
Chip
Babb
the fact that 11 people were
guilt-alleviating rhetoric, but what I
Clark Jcrrrtain
Sandy Schauer
E. .r. Hauer
Jesse Rocha
bayonetted. But fun may be a
then considered enlightening
Susan Stern
Buck Battin
Chuck
Fcil
relative
thil1g-the other side doesn't
revelations, and immediately added
Bert Temple
Sally Washington
Dave
Brands
take confrontations so lightly.
my name to the membership roster
Meanwhile,
anyone with legitimate
I,
politics has gone underground.

Bert Hansen

~~ Fairy Tales Have a New Twist

Local Anti-War Organizations.
Sponsor Fund-Raising Meal

I
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Two events, a rally and a
fund-raising "meal for peace",
WPre sponson•d by local anti-war
groups this weekend.
An ewning rally, attended by
some 150 people, was held Feb.
13. ThP open air meeting included
showing of the film "AWOL",
sp('akers for Vietnam Veterans
Against the War (VVAW) and
r(•presentatives of local Women's
and Gay Liberation organizations.
PrPsentations at the rally
includl'd a movie, projectpd on
the south wall of Popejoy Hall,
and short speeches tl'lating
continuation of the war to
"racism and sexism." It was
sponsored by the Peace Action
Coalition.
A "ml'al for peace" was held
Feb. 14 at the Newman Center.
SpPaker's included Ron Young,
recently returned from a tour of
North and South Vietnam
sponsored by the National

I
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Student Assn., and Jaml's
Shannon, executive committee
ml.'mber of Clergy and Laymen
Against the War in Vietnam. The
dinner was sponsored by the War
Resistors League and the Catholic
Peace fellowship.
Speaking for VVAW, Chris
Vineyard told the rally audience
Saturday night's meeting was the
first of a series of similar meetit1gs
"to ll't people know what is going

LIVERPOOL, England (UPI)If Snow White had known what
was good for her, say the
liberation ladies of Liverpool, she
never would have washed dishes
for anyone-not even seven kindly
dwarfs.

And not only that. With even a
bit of self-respect, she'd never
have let herself get carted off by
any domineering prince to
decorate his castle-or
boudoir-for the rest of hl'r days.
The way a group· within the
on.*'
Liverpool women's lib chapter
Ralph Baca, ASUNM senator, sees it, fairy stories always have
announced VVA W is attempting made "sex objects" out of
to organize throughout the state women. It is high time, say the
and to S(•ek introduction in to thP ladies, for a change.
currE"nt session of IE"gislation
Th (' group, therefore has
prohibiting New Mexican rewritten the Snow White story as
servicemen from fighting in the pilot for a project of total
Indochina War.
refashioning of the familiar
The Massachusett's legislature childhood tales.
has passed such a statute.
'l'he Wicked Queen still is there,
Baca also announced an of course. But now she hates
organizational meeting of VVAW, Snow White not just for her
to be held Feb. 17 at 7 p.m. in the beauty, but because Snow White
Union.
is a lively, talented, happy girl.

~-~
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Snow White still bites the
poisoned apple and passes out.
But this time, the hunter saves her
because he hates to see all that
intellectual potential go down the
drain. Along comes Prince
Charming, and poof! The happy
couple spend the rest of their days
toiling shoulder - to - shoulder
with the dwarfs down in their
mine.
Fairy tales, say the ladies,
always have stl.'reotyped feminine
virtues and vices. Self-determining
wompn always al'e represented as
ugly and evil. A pretty girl always
can trade on her beauty to win
riches, smm't clothl's and othe1·
superficials.
Men, by contrast, always are
brave, rich, active and handsome.
What's more, they always, but
always, win out in the end.
(Editor's note: Of course.)
No more. In fairy tales,
women's lib style, the princess
sometimes uses brains and wits to
bail a floundering he-man out of
trouble-usually of his own
making-a group statement said.
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Rickover Blasts
Educational
System
Most Costly-Least Productive

-------------

/

Monday, February 15, 1971

The American educational
system was condemned as "the
World's costliest and least
productive" Friday night hy Vice
Admiral Hyman G. Rickover, the
man who ushered the United
States Navy into the atomic age.
When he was assigned to the
atomic submarine project in 1946,
said Rickover, he had to send
many of his technicians back to
school to leam what they should
have covered in high school.
Rickover delivered his blast
against American education as the
final guest speaker of the second

annual symposium of the New
Mexico Academy of Science. The
symposium was on "Peacetime
Uses of Atomic Energy." and was
co-sponsored by the College of
Arts and Sciences.
With one sixth the world's
population, said Rickover, the
United States spends as much
money on education as the rest of
the world combined. Yet, he said,
educators keep demanding more
money,
12 percent of all people in
America are "functionally
illiterate," asserted Rickover.
A person is automatically
considered literate if he is pushed
through school fot the number of
years tequired by law. "You could
put a donkey in th11re and he
would be called literate," he said,
No student emerges from
European schools without having
learned to read, said Rickover.
The greatest weakness in
American schools stems from
progressive education based on
what Rickover calls the
"sociological ethic." Bright
students are held back in America
because progressive educationists
treat all students as "an
undifferentiated mass that must
be kept together in n class."
To recognize academic
superiority in some students, s!Jid
Rickover, runs contrary to the

idea of everyone being equal in
America.
Thus, in an effort to level off
differences, subjects such as home
eeonomics and shop are given
equal or superior status with
academic subjects, he said, These
non-academic skills would be best
taught at home or in an
apprentice program.
The American 16·year program
for achieving a bachelor's degree is
matched in 12 years of school in
Europe at a fraction of the cost.
The extravagant cost of going to
college in America bars many
intelligent students from a good
education because they are too
poor, said Rickover.
The lack of schooling bars poor
people from advancement, and
breeds more poverty. Most
universities in Europe are either
free or so inexpensive that any
qualified student can attend, he
said.
To enter a university in Europe,
. said Rickover, a student must
show a higher level of
achievement and more general
competence than a student in
America.
With Rickover's speech "What
Are Schools For?" the symposium
that had presented speakers on
"Electrical Power From Atomic
Energy," "The Meson Facility"
(Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory), "Atomic Energy in

Medicine," and "Safety in
Peacetime Uses of Atomic
Energy" broke up.
The symposium had been
criticizt>d by UNM physics
lecturer Charles Hyder for failing
to deal with the ecological dangers
of nuclear energy.
Hyder was not on the program
of speakers, but he took the stage
twice to talk about. the danger of
contamination from
malfunctioning nuclear
installations.
0 ther speakers insisted such
dangers are minimal.

College Level Courses Aid Inmates

Campus Briefs

Prisoners Credited as Regular Students
By DAVE PARKER
Each day instructors from the
College of Santa Fe identify
themselves at the front gun tower
and pass through the double gates
of the entrance to the
Penitentiary of New Mexico. They
come to cond.uct college classes
for more than 70 inmates in one
of the most imaginative and
innovative educational programs
in the state.
The program of college
instruction for inmates is
authorized by an agreement
between the College of Santa Fe
and the penitentiary, signed in
1968 by Brother Cyprian Luke,
president of CSF, and former
warden J.E. Baker. Under the
terms of the agreement, the
student felons are enrolled in the
College of Santa Fe and receive
credit as regular students. Classes
are held in the prison itself with
the instructors traveling to the
penal complex 12 miles south of
Santa Fe.
The first classes began in Jan.
1968 when 22 inmates took two
courses- English and
psychology - earning six credit
hours and paving the way for the
first semester of fulltime study in
the fall of that year. Since that
time more than 200 inmates have
participated, taking over 50
different courses ranging from
philosophy and humanities to
accounting and secondary
education.Deputy Warden H. 0. Herr~ra
said the idea for the college
program within the prison came
about when the staff realized that
some inmates with a high
potential found the penitentiary
educational system a dead one.
"We had a number of men who
were beyond the GED (General
Educational Development) or high
school stage and had no where to
go," Herrera said. "The hardest
thing to do is to involve and
motivate an individual once he
gets here."

Is our image
slipping?
Some people may have us
wrong. It's possible.
For instance, we Paulists
are known for the printed
and the spoken word. Books,
radio, and TV. The glamorous
world.
But there is·another, bigger
world in which the Paulist
moves ...
A dusty corner in Utah
where Paulists offer
material and spiritual relief
to migrant workers.
An area known as East
Village and a Paulist who
understands the meaning
of "taking a trip."
A Newman Center on a
troubled college campus
and a priest who is not a
judge but an understanding
ear and a mediator.
Being a Paulist isn't easy.
Being a Paulist isn't glamorous.
It's better.
For more information on
Paulist priestly spirit write to:
Rev.Donald C. Campbell, C.S.P,
Vocallon Diredor

Herrera said the college courses
are "valuable because they give
the men a goal and contribute
substantially to their overall
rehabilitation."
Don Simmermacher, director of
Educational Services for the
penitentiary, said "employment
and social responsibility" are two
of the primary goals of the
program. "The penitentiary used
to be seen as merely serving a
custodial function by the public;
this led to failure identity on the
part of the inmates. We now have
over 50 percent of the inmates
involved in education of one sort
or another and are finding this
leads to a changing of attitudes
and an improved self perception,"
he said.
Education at the college level
also increases the employment
potential of the inmates once they
are released and efforts are made
to channel the program in this
direction rather than just
education for education's sake.
Many of the inmates who have
been through the college program
and have been released continue
their education in colleges and
universities. Released ex-convicts
are currently enrolled in Eastern
New Mexico University,
Highlands, the College of Santa
Fe, Regis College in Denver, and

to extend the full program to the competed against the prison
female inmates.
collegiate team and several flag
Women instructors are also football teams from the CSF
being allowed to teach classes for campus challenged the inmates on
the first time this semester. 0 ne their home field. A group of CSF
of them, Jane Merkey, a teaching sociology students participated in
assistant from UNM, is in charge a seminar at the prison sociology
of a class in secondary education class through the efforts of the
at the prison.
instructor,
"I think it's a great idea,"
The inmates can earn two year
Merkey said. "Classes are
associate
of arts degrees in five
responsive, alert and intelligent.
different
areas without ever
They are much better motivated
the
prison and plans are
leaving
than any other students I have
underway
to
increase the number
ever met." She said she entered
of
fields
available
to 11. No
the penitentiary with
made
for a four
provisions
are
preconceptions about what an
year
degree
because
of the
inmate was like. "I equated
relatively
small
number
of
convict with radical; they're
students
in
the
program.
actually quite conservative. I
think it's society that needs the
The College of Santa Fe
education about the prison system supports the program financially
in the United States," She said she by offering the prison classes at
believes the men and women the lowest rate it possibly can;
inmates enroll in the classes most of the inmates have no
because they want to change their source of regular income and are
lives_
able to contribute only a few
The student convicts are not dollars a month toward the cost
content to merely study and have of their education. The state
shown a tremendous interest in legislature funds a line item in the
increasing their ties with the penitentiary budget allowing
College of Santa Fe and the $3000 a year to be spent on the
community at large. Debate teams col lege program. Financial
from UNM and Highlands have
assistance has also been obtained

NikitaHasn'tBeen on TV in Six Years
By JAMES 0. JACKSON
MOSCOW (UPI)-Anyone
looking for television that stresses
good news over bad can find
it-on Soviet television.
It goes on in Moscow hour after
interminable hour every day.
Frankly, it can get to be a drag.
While American.s sit down to
hear Walter Cronkite's evening
recital of war, inflation and riot,
Mr. Muscovite is likely to be
hearing the smooth voice of Yuri
Fokin introduce a hero of socialist
labor.
The hero is a devoted party
ma.r:, a steady worker and a loving
father, and for 30 minutes Mr.
Muscovite can get the inside dope
of what kind of life the hero lives.
Another time viewers may get a
rundown on the building of a
power dam, or the latest facts and
figures of the steel industry, or a
half-hour piece on the socialist
emulation program for the 24th
Party Congress.
They can get acquainted with
the chairman of a collective
cabbage farm, or a lady tractor
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driver. Sports fans can see a panel
show on training techniques for
young hockey players.
There is, to be sure, a sprinkling
of bad news on Soviet television
and it is exactly the same bad
news that Americans
get-demonstrations in tht> U.S.A.,
inflation in the U.S.A.,
unemployment in the U.S.A. and
poverty in the U.S.A. and of
course a bit of the war in
Vietnam, seen from the other
side.
Soviet television is careful,
however, to keep other bad news
down to a decent minimum.
It did not, for example, burden
its viewers with scenes of looting
and riots in Poland before the fall
of Wladislaw Gomulka.
Former Premier Nikita S.
Khrushchev, who has been
considered bad news since 1964,
has not been on television in six
years.
When ballerina Natalya
Makarova defected from the Kirov
ballet during a tour of Britain,
Soviet television did not depress
Russian viewers by letting them
know about it.
While the Soviets abjure bad
news, they can take their violence
about as well as Americans.
Hardly a night goes by without a
film on how the Soviets won
either the civil war or the great

--~---~.-.......
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Biblical Motif

Ellis Edits Book

The Wayland Baptist College
art department second annual biblical motif show in March will be
open to all artists.
The exhibit featm•eB paintings
and sculpture with subject matter taken from the Bible, either
Old or New Testament. The show
will be juried, the pieces to be exhibited to lie selected by a jury,
and cash awards of $75, $50 and
$25 will be made. In addition, the
Wayland College President's purchase award of $250 will be made.
Entry deadline is Feb. 25 and
works received after that date
will be returned unopened. Artists
may mail their entries to the
Wayland art department, or they
may deliver them every weekday
after Feb. 8-Feb. 25, from 2-5
p.m. All paintings must be framed
or stripped and equipped for
hanging. Watercolors must be under glass.
Interested artists should direct
inquiries about the exhibit to
Dunaway at the Art Department,
Wayland Baptist College, Plainview, Texas, 79072.

A book edited by a UNM
assistant professor of history has
been selected as an Americ11n
Ambassador Book by the Books .
Across - the - Sea panel of the
English ·Speaking Union.
"Our Red Brothers," by Lawrie
Tatum, is edited by Richard N.
Ellis, who is also associate director
of the American Indian Historical
.
Research Project at UNM.
American Ambassador Books
are chosen "to interpret the lives,
bacl,ground, regions and culture
of America to the people of other
countries."
"Our Red Brothers" is a
University of Nebraska Press
publication.

Self-Concept
Whether the ethnic composition
of a high school influences students' self-concept \viii be explored through a $1,200 grant approved by the UNM Faculty Research Allocation Committee.
The grant was approved for
James G. Cooper, professor of educational foundations, who will

Rtudy high schools in New Mexico and Texas having different
compositions of ~tbnic groups.
Schools which will he included
arc Moriarty in New Mcxi<'o and
Rosenberg and Wharton in Texas,
as well as other New Mexico high
schools yet to be named.

Portuguese Collection
The Portuguese language collection in Zimmerman Library is
being strengthened with books
purchased through a $10,000 gTant
from the Gulbenkian Foundation.
Additions purchased through
the grant include the first 11 volumes (from 1903-19Hi) of "Arquivo Historico Portugues," the
24 volume "Da Asia, de Joao de
Barros, e de Diogo de Couto"
(published in 1778), and the first
38 volumes (from1887 to 1948) of
' Revista Lusitana; archivo de estudos philogicos e ethnologicos
relativos a Portugal."
Reprints of volumes 1-24 (from
1.839 to 1861) of the "Revista" of
the Instituto Historko e Geografico Brasileiro in Rio de Janeiro
were also acquired through the
grant.

Overpopulation Seminar Planned

Soviet Good Ne~s Gets Boring

UNM.

Preliminary statistics indicate
the college experience is
contributing to a significant
decrease in recidivism - the rate
of men returning to prison.
Overall about 40 to 50 percent of
all men released from the
Penitentiary of New Mexico
return to prison. Among those
who have been in the college
program the return rate is only
about one in eight or 12 percent.
Several recent developments
have greatly increased the scope
and impact of the program.
Among these is the work-release
law passed by the Legislature
under which one of the students is
allowed to go to the College of
Santa Fe and video tape classes on
the campus that cannot be offered
at the prison site. This has
enlarged the number of classes
able to be offered to the inmates
since all classes cannot be
duplicated at both the downtown
campus and the prison.
Another breakthrough is the
new policy of allowing the women
prisoners, quartered in a facility
separate from the men, to attend
classes in the main prison with the
men. Previously financial
limitations had made it impossible

through several federal grants.
Dean August Regis of CSF, a
Christian Brothers College, said
his order has a long history of
involving themselves with projects
such as this one. He said he feels
CSF is performing a valuable
function at the prison and
underscored the fact the program
is considered one of the best such
efforts in the nation.
Steve Schwartz, an inmate who
has been enrolled in the program
. since its inception, said it is one of
the best things the men have ever
seen in the prison. "I have
accumulated more than 60
semester hours since 1968 and
plan to finish my BA when I am
released. The men in this program
are very enthusiastic about the
progress we have made," he said.
College instruction in prison is
a new concept for both the
prisoners and the penologists, but
from all indications provided by
the program in Santa Fe, it is one
of the best resocialization tools
yet devised by society for
offenders.
Deputy Warden Herrera
summed it up: "We are just now
beginning to realize what we can
do for these people,"

patriotic war, as the second world
war is called here.
The movies are full of
patriotism, valor, tanks, guns,
death and snarling Germans.
Soviet television has some
brigM spots, not the least of
which is frequent screening of
top-quality news films such as
"War and Peace" (all eight hours
of it), and such classics as "Ballad
of a Soldier" or "Quiet Flows the
Don." Excellent ballet, folk
dancing, drama and symphonies
also are shown.
Perhaps the best news of all
about Russia's good news
television is there are no
commercials.
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Deborah St. Darr stars as the
cafe dancer in the Broadway
musical hit "Zorba" which will be
performed Tuesday and
Wednesday at 8:15 p.m. in
Popejoy Hall. Tickets are $6.50,
$6, $5.50, $4.50 and $3.50. UNM
students with activity cards may
purchase tickets at half price,

Dance

2

"Is There an Overpopulation
Problem?"-and "What You as a
College Student Can Do About
0 verpopulation" will be the
topics discussed in an all·day
workshop on world population
problems. Spurs, the sophomore
women's honorary group is
sponsoring the workshop on Feb.
17.
The workshop will include
displays, movies shown
throughout the day, information
centers on birth control and two
panel discussions.
The first panel at 9:30 will
discuss "Is There an
Overpopulation Problem?" and
includes guest speakers from
Planned Parenthood, the Newman
Club and conservationist
organizations.

e

7

CLOSE OUT
SALE!

At noon, the second panel will
dis cuss the role of the college
student in combating
overpopulation. Zero Population
Growth, Planned Parenthood,
Right to Life and Family life
Committees will be represented
on the panel.
Information on birth control,
legalized abortions in New Mexico
and world population problems
will be available.
The workshop will be held in
the Union ballroom and foye1',

on oil artist supplies

25% OFF
Whitey's Paint& WalljJajH!l'
Center
1431 Carlisle NE
265-5681
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A Cultural Awan•ness seminar
for educntors will be givl"n by the
UNM on weekends during
February and March.
Two hours credit will be
available for participants who
wish credit and mel"t university
requirements. Participants will
receive $15 0 stipends.
Purposes of the seminar will be
to develop an awarenl:'ss of the
psychological, sociological and
anthropological dynamics of
Mexican-American, Indian and
black students, and an awareness
of how culture affects learning.
Dates for the seminar, wh1ch
will total about 60 hours, are Feb.
12-13, 19·20, 26-27, and March
5·6, 12-13, 19-20 and 26-27.
Interested persons, who must
be under contract to a public
s ch o o I district, can contact
Ignacio R. Cordova, department
of educational administration,
UNM.
The seminar is sponsored by
the Cultural Awareness Center at
UNM and the department of
educational administration.
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This coupon good for
ONE FREE ENCHILADA
with any food purchase
at TIJUANA TACO
1830 Lomas, NJ<}.
offer good 2/21 - 2/27/71
one cupon per customer

'Mort<lay, February 15, 1971

This cupon good for
ONE FREE TOSTATA
with any food purchase
at rriJUANA TACO
1830 Lomas, N.E.
offer good 2/14- 2/20/71
cot!pon per customer
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TACO DOG

27c

the best of a taco
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TIJUANA TACO
1830 Lomas, N.I<j,
(near Yale & Lomas)
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Dorm Residents Su,rveyed
On Union Lettuce Issue
Students in La Posada Dining
Hall were recently surveyed on
their opinions of Cesar Chavez's
call for a lettuce boycott. A light
return showed students in favor of
the present policy,
"There was some concern being
shown by groups about the
lettuce we were serving, so we
thought we should find out where
we were with students," William
Bierbaum, said.
All students passing through
the meal line were given a
questionnaire which explained
that lettuce picked by· Chavez'
United Farmworkers union is not
available at the present time, but
presented the students with three
options: Serve no lettuce until
such lettuce as mentioned
(Chavez) is available in adequate
supply for their needs; continue
to serve lettuce as they do now; or
any other suggestions.
Some 25·30 percent of the

questionnaires were turned in,
Bierbaum said. 43 percent of
those who responded wanted the
dining hall to discontinue serving
lettuce until (Chavez) union
lettuce is served, while 55 percent
favored continuing the present
service. Other suggestions
included the usual obscenities
which accompany queries for
other vegetables.
But, as Bierbaum stated,
"There is no (Chavez) Union
lettuce here. We've indictated to
our suppliers that when it
becomes available, w,e'll probably
take it."
The food service would not
necessarily be saving money by
serving a substitute vegetable in
place of the present lettuce,
handled by the Teamsters Union.
"I don't really know if the price
of the (Chavez) union lettuce is
cheaper than the lettuce we use
now," said Biet·baum.

Course Examines Labor Struggle
A series of discussions on some 1936-37, the upsurge of industrial
of the outstanding labor struggles unionism, "the bitter battles
in the United States, will be waged by the Industrial Workers
offered by the Free University, of the World (IWW), the role of
beginning Feb. 16 from 7:30 to 9
p.m. at the Newman Center in the women in the labor moveme11t,
the League of Revolutionary
Santo Domingo Room.
Black Workers."
Discussion leader Frank
When possible, films such as
Marquart said course topics would "Salt of the Earth," "Bullet
be such "epochal struggles" as
Bargaining in Ludlow," and
the Flint Sit-Down Strike in "Bh'th of a Union" (which
chronicles the struggles of the
Delano grape workers) will be
/
shown.
Marquart said this series of
talks will focus on the
development of the trade union
movement which grew out of the
"working people's struggle against
corporate capitalism."
Marquart, has been active in the
labor movement in Michigan both
as a speaker and as an educator
since the 30's.

Little Richard &Co.
Really Did 'Rip It Up'

'.

There was a rock and roll show
·at Johnson Gym Saturday, George
Smith (bottom right) and The
Bacon Fat Band led things off.
followed by Joe Turner, Big
Momma, John Lee Hooker
(center), The Platters, Chubby
Checher (lower right), and The
Crown Jewel, The Georgia
Peach- Little Richard (top). It
was without question the best
show Albuquerque has ever seen.
The show's music director tooh
the mihe and said: ''After playing
all over the country, we've never
had the vibrations and the
reception we've gotten here at
UNM." Us too, brother. Amen.
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JSU Preserving Jewish Culture

] ew Has Abandoned Identity

MAX SHULMAN

(Btl the author of Rally Round the Flag, Boys,,, DobieGitlill,,, clc,)

Insistance upon recognition and subtle pressure on Jews to give up
JSU's program of asserting
preservation of Jewish culture is their "Jewishness" and become
Jewish culture includes a weekend
the touchstone of the Jewish part of the American culture.
workshop for JSU members Feb.
Student Union (JSU), successor to
Howard
said
he
considers
20-21
called "La Chayim," a
Hillel, last year's Jewish social abandoning Jewish culture
Yiddish toast meaning "to life."
organization.
wasteful because any system of
In workshop seminars,
Aaron Howard, president of thought and custom that has
participants will discuss ways to
JSU, told The Lobo most survived 5000 years must offer
preserve and emphasize Jewish
American Jews have "given up something .valuable in order to
cui t ure, said Howard.
their identity in order to make it survive.
Other plans include starting a
in the great American dream."
In 5000 years, said Howard,
By assimilating themselves into Jews have gone a long way in Jewish studies curriculum at UNM
American culture, said Howard, answering "some Vt>ry basic through petitions circulated at
they have developed "the lox and questions such as 'Who am I? registration, and Israeli folk
dancing every Sunday night in
bagels syndrome." They go to
Where did I come from? Where an Johnson Gym, room 184, starting
temple only on high holy days, he I going?'"
Feb. 28.
said, and forget most of their
language and culture.
Combatting this "syndrome" is
Be candid today-insult a
FREEFORM
the chief purpose of "Out of the
friend.
Desert," JSU's monthly
HAIR DESIGNS FOR MEN
newspaper, said Howard.
FUN
FUN
Every Jew has to be taught that
hairpieces, coloring, straightening
he is a Jew first, said Howard,
Last year the job situation for they would fill their entire quota
before he is an American, a
UNM
graduates was bad, the for new engineers this year in
member of a political party or
Appointments
anything else.
worst in nine years. This year is their home state alone. Five years
Reflecting a na tiona! reaction worse.
Available
ago that same company probably
Max Campbell, director of the recruited engineers in at least 25
to the recent trial and sentencing
Every Tue. 5-6 PM
Call 255-4371
of eleven Russian Jews in an UNM Placement Center, said states."
alleged hijacking plot, "Out of the yesterday that fully 50 percent of
Pizza Slices 15¢
Engineering and accounting
Desert" strongly protested scheduled interviews by busines..~ fields have remained fairly good,
Dancing Every Nite
oppression of Jews-not only in and industry representatives have despite some cutbacks, but
2914 Central SE
been cancelled this academic year.
Russia, but in America too.
humanities graduates find little
Central at University
255-4371
Oppression in America, said In February alone more than 60 demand from companies.
company recruiters have' sent
FUN
FUN Howard, who also edits "Out of word
"Students get a good educati.on
that they will not be able to
the
Desert,"
is
manifested
in
._
e I 1 I I I J
for
living in the humanities,"
hold interviews as scheduled.
Campbell said, "but not for
"This is the worst year for jobs
in the 10 years I've been head of earning a living. I try to steer
students who ask me away from
the Placement Center," Campbell the humanities because of the low
said. "This is a recession type of level of demand."
situation, regardless of what the
Demand for graduate students
economists say."
and
workers is down,
Teaching jobs are still scarce, also, parttime
Campbell
noted. At the
Campbell reported, with many
present
time
more
than 460 UNM
school systems either not
students
are
registered
with the
recruiting at all or shortening
Placement
Service,
with
the
considerably the amount of time
Spring
graduation
sure
to
bring
they will spend at UNM seeking
teachers. Best fields for many more job-hunters, but,
If ten or more students wish a one-hour semi nor on a certain topic for next fall, Semesprospective teachers are Campbell feels, no more jobs.
"Industrial representatives have
mathematics, sciences, foreign
ter I, 1971-72, they may petition to have such a course offered. The topic desired and some
me that we are at the low
assured
languages and women's physical
suggested readings should be submitted with the petition.
point
now,
economically," the
education. Hiring by government
UNM
official
said. "I smc hope
agencies has reached an all-time
so,
because
some of our
low, Campbell said.
DEADLINE FOR PETITIONS
registrants
are
pretty
desperate."
"Even old friends of mine with
business have called and had to
MARCH 1I 1971
In a case reported in 1888, a
cancel interview dates," Campbell
15
· year- old female patient
explained. "One major industrial
yawned
continuously for a period
Send or bring petitions to Dudley Wynn, Director, U.S.P., the Honors Center, UNM.
corporation called me and said of five weeks.
A course will have a better chance of being offered if you have a commitment from an
instructor willing to teach the course if it is chosen.

Everything you always wanted to know about
college . . . but were too classy to ask

s

OKIE'S

Joh Situation for Grads

Look:s Bleak:: Campbell

Photos by
ChuckFeil

lOc BEER
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STUDENT-INITIATED COURSES
in the
UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR PROGRAM

Petitioners -should secure from the U.S.P. office a copy of "Guidelines and Criteria for
Selection of U.S.P. Courses" before trying to· solicit student signatures or o commitment
from an instructor.

****

U.S.P. courses, student-initiated or otherwise, are not "Honors" courses but are open
to any full-time undergraduate student in good standing. These courses are all for one hour
of credit, are taught by regular University staff members. Grading is on a modified PassFail basis: A. CR (Credit), NC (No credit). Grade of CR or NC is not computed in gradepoint average. Grade of A is computed.

What can ·yoo do dboot
suffering in the World today?
Hear Roy J. linnig, Christian Science

3025 CENTRAL NE 255-4851

SCHWINN SUPER SPORr®

(J

• 10 speed
derailleur gears

• Sports style
hQndlebQrs

Sandwich Shop

• Dual-Position
caliper brake
levers

Practitioner and Teacher, give
a free Iecture on
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127 95
1970 Model 22 in,

green, brown, blue

• Twin·StikTM ge:arshift controls

"Commitment: a Christian

OPEN

Science approach"
The full list of U.S.P. courses and how to enroll In them will be announced in early
April.
·

Monday, February 15
at 7:30 P.M.
in The Kiva
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The other night when the little woman and I got home from our
encounter group, I said to her, "Isn't it odd, my clear, that colleges
still haven't tried non-verbal communication?"
(Incidentally, the little woman I refer to is not, as you might
think, my wife. My wife is far from a little woman. She is, in fact,
nearly seven feet high and mant1ed with rippling muscle. She is a fullblooded Chiricahua Apache and holds the world's shotput record908 feet. The little woman I refer to is someone we found crouching
under the sofa when we rented our flat bu~k in l!J24. She has been with
us ever since, although to be perfectly honest, she's really not much
fun to have around. Sh!l never speaks except to make a sort of moist,
gagging sound when she's hungry, and she'll often sneak up a11d tusk
you while you're busy watching television. Still and all, with my wife
away putting the shot most of the time, at least it gives me somebody
to hack around with.)
But I digress. "Isn't it odd, my dear," I said the other night to
the little woman, "that colleges still haven't tried non-verbal communication?" And it is odd. Why do teachers keep talking to students?
Surely they've learned by now that talking is no way to communicate.
It's been proved over and over in encounter groups, T-groups, sensitivity groups and grope groups that people don't really, truly reach
other people with language. How can they? Words, by their very nature, are ambiguous and artificial and conceal more than they re••')al.
There is only one way to really, truly communicate with another human being, and that is to touch him and feel him. This is honest and
natural and basic and beautiful and legal in some states.
And yet teachers go right on talking. No wonder they get no feedback. Let us say, for example, that a teacher is trying to get a student
to leam Boyle's law. Talk won't do it, not even if the teacher talks the
whole semester long. But if one day he will simply and silently reach
out and just hold the student for a minute or two, maybe evt>n dance
with him a little bit, l1e will find that the student has learned not only
Boyle's law but probably the fox trot too.
And what is more, the teacher will discover he has a new friend.
No longer·wiiJ student and tea"her snarl and make coarse gestures
when they see each other on campus. Instead they will run together,
dasp and nuzzle, trade hats, and finally, without a word-for what do
friends need with words?·- repair to a nearby tavern for that fri•:mdliest of all ceremonies: the sharing of Miller High Life Beer.

(over 25 different

Moh.-Sat.

sandwiches)

11 A.M.-3 A.M.

1600 Centraf SE
Monday, l~eh.-uary 16, 1971

Sun. 11 A.M.-1 A.M.

limited number of these fine
bicycles available.

22 in. frame size accommodates
men & women up to 5'8" tall.

No beer binds a friendship the way Miller High Life does. I could
tell you why if I wanted to. In fact, I could go on for hours about the
glories of Miller High Life. But I won't, for we all know, don't we, that
language is not the way to communicate? So here is all I will say:
Get yourself a can or bottle of Miller (a keg if you are a very large
person). Pour a glass for your friend, a glass for yourself. Link arms.
Tie your neckties together. Drink.
Can words describe the resultant euphoria, the enveloping oneness, the ripening occlusion? No; words are useless. Just Miller and a
friend; that's all you need to know. And if, by chance, you don't have
a friend, get two Millers. You'llnever walk alone.
But I digress. Talking, as we have seen, is obsolete. And of course,
writing is on its last legs too; in fact, I give the literature game another
six months at the outside. Naturally, being a sort of writer, I'm a little
sorry to see this happen, but on the other hand, I'm not really worried.
The shotput game, thank Heaven, is better than ever, and I feel confident my wife will always earn enough for me and the little woman.

*

*

*

The brewing game also looks healthy jrmn 1vhera we sit, whl'ch is in
Milwaukee, from whoM slaried mwirons u•e have been bl'inging you M-iller
High Life, the Cham]Jagne of Beers, for 1no1·a than 115 jlavorful1/ears. Try
soma; yon'll see u>h1/.
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Lobo Wrestlers
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Lobo Basketball Woe Continues to Grow

Fourth in NMI

By PAUL FLECK

By ROGER J. RUVOLO
As a testimony to Ivicek's
Freshman Jim Ivicek put versatility, only two of those five
together five weekend victories to first places this weekend were in
help New Mexico's gymnastics the same event. That event was
team up its record for the season the high bar, where he scored a
to 9-0 with two victories over 9.5 at DU and a 9.55 at CSU.
Colorado schools.
Otherwise, Ivicek scored victories
I vicek claimed three of six first at DU in the longhorse (9.4) and
places Friday at Denver University parallel bars (9.05). His other win
to lead UNM to a 163.30-140.95 at CSU was in all-around, with a
runaway, and took two more in 51.40 score.
Fort Collins Saturday night to
And, as a testimony to New
give UNM a 161.60·147.00 win Mexico's versatility, head coach·
over Colorado State.
Rusty Mitchell's forces won every
event that was conducted over the
weekend except one at CSU,
where Ram Don Wayman scored a
9.25 in the parallel bars, beating
Ivicek by only .05.
Junior Dana Shelley gave senior
Stormy Eaton problems all
weekend in the latter's specialty,
Tourney Action
floor exercise, beating him 9.5·9.4
has boots!
at DU and tying him at 9.5 at
CSU. Shelley also used a 9.3 to
win the longhorse at CSU,
whereas it was good for only
second at DU.
Joe Kinkel and Fred Cardenas
added to the Lobos' superiority
by taking dual wins in their
respective specialties; Kinkel in
By ANDY GARMEZY
the still rings took firsts both at
Opening
round losses and poor
DU and CSU, · scoring a 9.05
for rock climbing,
finishes
in
the
consolation bracket
Friday and an 8.85 Saturday.
offset
two
first
and two second
hikfng and camping.
Kinkel competed in the high bar
place
finishes
by
Lobo wrestlers
and sidehorse for both meets too,
to
give
UNM
a
fourth
place finish
Courteous service with a. complacing in the top three both
the
Lobo
Invitational
Wrestling
in
plete line of rncunta.incering
times in those events.
Tournament
this
past
weekend.
QC(L1".
Cardenas led the field far and
The nine-team tournament, in
away in the sidehorse in both
third year, was won again for
its
meets, winning at Denver with a
Gerry • Alp Sport
the
third consecutive year by
9.45 and a 9.34 at CSU.
Adams
State College with a total
Dave Repp, s'till nursing a
North Face
of
67
points.
UCLA, participating
shoulder injury, competed in both
in
the
tournament
for the first
meets nonetheless and placed in
time,
finished
a
close
second with
three events, twice in the
SKI JACKETS
6
6
points,
followed
by the
longhorse (9.3 at DU and 9.15 at
AND ACCESSORIES
University
of
Arizona
with
64.
CSU), and once in the parallel
UNM
was
a
distant
fourth
with
50
bars
at
DU
with
a
9.0.
ON SALE
points.
Like most of his teammates,
Dave Van Meveren captured the
Mark Hopkins competed in three 177-pound
title for the Lobos
events, placing in the sidehorse,
1406 EubankNE
298-4296
with
a
7-5
decision
over UCLA's
longhorse, and high bar.
Peter Lutz. Alan Peterson
collected the other championship

MOUNTAIN
CHALET
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The basketball season,
especially the road segment, is
getting a little old for the Lobos.
Conf.
All
The team has lost three straight
W
L6
conference games as their WAC Arizona State
6W
3L
14
record fell to 3-6.
Brigham Young
6
3
14
8
Utah
6
3
12
9
The latest loss came Saturday Texas-El
5
4
11
9
afternoon at the hands of Brigham Colorado Paso
State
5
5
13
8
Young in Provo 70-68. It was the Wyoming
4
6
9
11
3
6
13
8
fourth loss on the road against no New Mexico
2
7
9
12
victories. The Lobos can take Arizona
some consolation in that no one llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII/IIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIII!III/111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
has beat the Cougars at home this Gibson's territory, Coach Bob
year. They are 10-0.
King has also given Mike Stewart
The team has been playing the nod over John Johnson, who
Study in
hustling, heads up basketball, but
was unimpressive against his home
Guadalajara, Mexico
just can not seem to be ahead state
foes. Johnson lost his
when it counts-the game's end. number two scoring position on
The Guadalajara Summer School, a
In Utah last week the Lobos the team to Faulkner Thursday
fully accredited University of Arizona
fought back to take the lead in against Utah, and Faulkner
program, condue!ed In cooperation
the second half, but were in foul increased the difference by 25
with professors from Stanford Unitrouble and could not hang on. In Saturday as Johnson was held
versity, University of California, and
Saturday's contest, the Wolfpack scoreless.
Guadalajara, will offer June 30 to Audueled the Brighams all the way,
gust 9, art, folklore, geography, hisThe Lobos have two days of no
and lost despite having a four
tory, longuago, and literature courses,
practice
before
starting
to
prepare
point lead with five minutes
Tuition, board, and room Is $290.
for the ever-tough UTEP Miners
remaining.
Write Prof. Juan B. Rae!, P.O. Box
who they meet in EI Paso
What was the killer this time Saturday
night.
7227, Stanford, California 94305.
was that the Lobos never reached
the bonus situation in the game,
and in the meantime Bernie Fryer
scored four points on such
situations in the last minute of
Save Your Cash Receipts From Our Store!
~
play to provide the winning
~
10%
credit
on
all
receipts
~
margin. There were only 10 fouls
P
during Closed Week, May 21-26
~
called against the Cougars in the
entire game, a slightly
We special order any book at
unbelievable statistic. The Lobos ,.
No Extra Cost!
~
were whistled for fouling 18
2128 Central SE
242-7617
~
times. Combined with the Cougars
._
Across
from
UNM
Journalism
Dept.
~
hot
shooting
of
58
percent
from
I
AA44A444444AA44444444A4444444444A44
I
the floor and 83 percent from the
·~
line (20 of 24), it is surprising that
..M!
the Lobos came within two
points.
T:Qe game began as if the Lobos
were
going to be routed. The
C LA S S I F I E D A D V E R T·f S I N G
Cougat·s could not miss and
RATES: 7e per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Building, Room
spurted to a 10 point lead in the
mumfive
($1,40)
Per consecutive
time run. I!
ad with
is to
205, afternoons prc!ernbly or mnil.
run
or more
days
first seven minutes. 10-point
no ehnnges the rnte is reduecd to 6c
Clnosifled Advertising
margins on the road tend to
Per word nnd the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
destroy a team. But the Lobos,
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
with sophomore guard Tom
TERMS: Payment must be mnde in Cull prior to insertion o! advertisement.
Roberts directing the attack most
of the time, patiently fought back
1)
PERSONALS
FOR RENT
and eventually got the lead 10
WANTED: NON-Mediocre POI->TRY, fie.
minutes into the second half.
TRADB LAllGI~ 6 BEDROOM HOlliE on
tion, nrt, clc. Subniit crrotionn to
12th St. N.W. for 3 or 4 bedroom house
Thunderbird
magazinl",
room
206,
The Lobos then held a shakey
nround UNJ\f. 247-2564. 2/16
Journalism huildlnS<. 2/10
lead for about five minutes until
--·
-b'EMALE, share 2:bd.-roorn h-ous-e-,--:$o:5::-5.
ALL OLD SUllii!ISSIONS TO THUN·
the two minute mark when the
Call 2~5-3969 niter 3.
DI-:RBIRD mny be picked up in room
Brigams tied it up. This set the
205,
Journ:::lism
building
through
February 28. 2/19
5)
FORSALE
stage for Fryer's free throws,
which
put BYU up (to stay) by
TO WHOMI~VI•:n borrowed my Schurmann
HgATl!KIT AMPL!f'IER 25 watt. Exccl- - - - - Specializing---& Shrll Communist Ghina for Pol. Sci.
four.
l<'nt t•onditio. $2G .. 206·0828. 2/17
342 ~,Pieru;r return it to Ibn. 205 J ournnlGoOD~l~RANSi~,t-ntTATiON. ~tt~G2."'R::---run-:-b:--lcr
ism llldrr. or Sl'nd it lhrouJ:h ram pus mnil
The Lobos were aided by Mike
I !teed it bnclc! Cynthia Williams.
<'lus:•=dr. 2 door. Mnlw offer. 29S-4836.
Faulkner's best game. Earlier this
!!,.'lG
NOTICE: ALL CLASS!l-'H:D ADS must
season Mike fouled out after 10
broiled hamburgers
__l!_c:_ in ~Y 3 p.m. to run tht> following day.
minutes of playing time against
THJn;g DULI, GUYS nN"u thn•o intorBYU. But Saturday Faulkner
«•-otimo: C'hirk !or birlhdny t>nrty. Ca]J for
and
intt•rview nft.(lr 7 P.M. at 277-!l2R2 or
scored
25 points on 11 of 15
277-477!!. QujpJ,! 2/17
shots from the field and a perfect
homemade sweet rolls
1vE FonGo-r· You. Hun~
three for three foul shots.
Happy Vall•ntinc't; Das. Tomi~ Sui! and
Ann<•. 2/lG
Roberts, the All-Stater from
G Y C L 1-: : 10 SPEED AMERICAN
Farmington,
has been seeing more
o;riio rio ii~r!AnXi ~r,int-:srnr~s:'M;;,'d;;;: lJ IEAGLE,
chrome fenders nnd saddle bosnif.~ht.(i S :15, »21 Stlrucc S.J·;., Avt. 315.
action
of
late
and appears to be
h<'t...
New.
$8.1.
Contact
Don
Piche,
I•'or- inforrnnUon, ('fill 242-·1~3!) or writrl'hilo:;ophy Dept. Phon~ 4043 or 1-~64the coolest man on the court for
1'.0. Uox 737, Allmqucrque, ~7103. 2115
7~00. 2 ·1u
---.........._
the Lobos. He rarely commits a
2)
LOST & FOUND
gNLAHGER: DUHST l\I600 with all-inturnover,
which is essential for a
on~ kit 75 MM Schneider componar lens
LOST 1969 Goohcn Centrnl School clnss
-worth
over
$200
only
$159.
266-4439.
playmaker,
and which Petie
ring. Cnll 277-2088-L.C.D. 2/16
2/1o
Across from Johnson Gym
Gibson
has
been
guilty of often
r.osT: RED w ALI,gT-::::.·Anthro-.--=IJ=--u-=n"""di~ng;
30 PORTABLE TV's. $30 to $60, 441
lately:
on 1·\~hrua.ry 11. Keep money, nlcase reWyoming N.E. 265-5987. 3/5
2400 Central Ave. SE
turn wallet nlld I.D. to room 205, Jour266-0550
Besides Roberts moving in on
• naliRm Uuild~Jl.ll"· 2/16.

Conference Standings

·~-

I

..... 1

Lobo Dave Romero, on the bottom, tries to pin his opponent
from that position in action in the 134·pound bracket. The match
_took place in the New Mexico Invitational Tournament this weekend
in Johnson Gymnasium.

Ivicek-Led Gymnasts Ravage Rockies;
Record 9-0 With Routs of DU, CSU
for UNM with a 8-1 win over
Wayne Hiles of Fort Lewis in the
heavyweight bout.
The Lobos' Roy Devore at
126-pounds and Fred Paynter at
158 captured second place
finishes. Devore lost to UCLA's
John Meike 9-1, and Paynter was
decisioned 4-1 by Mike Young of
Fort Lewis.
UNM collected a total of only
two third and fourth place
finishes compared to UCLA's six,
U of A's four and Adams State's
three.
Mike Johnson at 118-pounds
finished in fourth place for the
Lobos after having lost in the
opening round to Dale Brumit of
Arizona 6·0. Brumit advanced to
the finals and defeated Ed
Oquendo of UCLA for the
championship of the 118-pound

ft

division. Tim DeGroat at 190
pounds collected fourth place
points for the Lobos after an
opening round loss.
ASU's Gary Coley, winner of
the J.50·pound class, was named
the most outstanding wrestler of
the tourney, pinning Dan Hilliard
of Cal State-Fullerton in 59
seconds.
The Lobo grapplers travel to
Arizona this week for a dual meet
against the University of Arizona
at Tucson on Thursday and then
participate in the Sun Devil
Tournament over the weekend.
The team returns home Feb. 27
for their final match of the season
against BYU.
Team Scoring: 1. Adams State
67; 2. UCLA 66; 3. Arizona 64; 4.
UNM 50; 5. ASU 20; 6. Cal
State-Fullerton 21; 7. Fort Lewis;
8. Southern Utah 17; 9. NAU 1.
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Breakfast
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NOWf
OPEN.

Coffee
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Hall

Popejoy

I

Tlze largest selection
of j;ants and bells
in AlhuqueUJlU'.
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And The Cultural Program Committee

I

!

presents

mo1Hm·r

FR.<>~w:I-XER.

''THE BEST BROADWAY-MUSICAL
SINCE FIDDLER ON THE ROOF."·
.
..;.. Clive Barn.es, ·N.Y. TIMES
.

.

~

'

ISlAJN~ K~~MOYAN
IIC

LOST: WOMAN'S W::,:l::-II'"'T'"'E'-",--:Go:O:-:L:-::D:--::D:::E:::N=-ItUS WATCH. Hcwnrd. Call 277-2769.
2/19

3)

,

Con~tnPorary Piction.

THE RED FLAME COLLEC'l'IVE is
starting n clnss in Wome'rl tmd Their
Bodies. OtHm to women only. It interrested,
conlnct Amistad nt 277-5826.
2/1(;

IOOKIJOSEPH STEIN

KINDI~RGARTEN TEACHE!t would like
3 llnd 4 Yenr ol<ls In her horne. (10

WHO WROTE

minu!<!s from UNM) Monday, WC<In.,..
day and Ii'ridn.y afternoons. Crentivc,
supervised nctivitirn, 268-7388, 2/16
NOW OPEN-PARKING LOT one block
from University, Daily or monthly rates.
l•'or n month Permit call 296-8161. 2/16
COLLEGE lNN BARBERSHOP: new
hours will be Weil. nnd F'rf. 10:30-6
I'M. Tue., 'l'bur., lllld Sat. 8:30-6 I'M.
Closed Monday, Phone 243-0003. 2/lr.

"FIDDL.ER on the ROOF"

JOHN KANDER

lYRICS BY

FRED EBB

"CASAR ET"
BY

"ZORBA THE GREEK"
NIKOS KAlANTZAKIS

Feb 16 & 17 -- 8:15 P.M.
· 6.50, 6.oo, 5.50, 4.5o; 3.50

U.N:.M. Stt.ldents with Activity Cards 1-2 Price

DAMAGED STEREO CONSOLES. These
consoles have walnut finish and DSR turntables. These sell for $59 each. United
Freight Sales, 3920 Snn Mateo. Open 9 to
9. 2/5

r

t

*BEAU*
BRITGHIS
298·8280
2001 Eubank NE
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NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

HAHHIS TWgED SPORT COATS-$30.00
each. Drand New Arrivn1s from England.
Also, 1-'abulous Gifm From Far Away
Places. Freed Company 107-1st North·
went, Albuquerque, 2/15
USED TV's. $9.96. Color and Illnck/White.
All repair gunran!<!ed. 2413 4th N.W.
2/17

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
•

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

SAA!l '96' 1967 $750. Motor one year old.
1111l'ol"l'rnt<r N.W. 2/10
WOJ\IAN'S ELEGANT SUEDE COAT with
lot. of lynx trim-dress length--flt.s sizes
8 to 12. New nt $300-wil ltnkc best
otTer. 877-5286. 2/15

5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

..

MUf,TIBAND HAJ,LICRAF"l'ERS SHORTWAVE RECEIVER-will sncriflec nt
$60. 877-5286. 2/19

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

LBVI IJgLL BOTTOM JEANS. You need
'em. We hn.ve ~em. Lobo Men's Shop,
2120 Central S.E. 243-6084. 2/19

CLASSIFICATIONS:

6)

EMPLOYMENT

I'IASHERS WANTED for sororitY. ho\JBe.
"(Jpperolnssmcn preferred. Call 242-9273.

2/IG

1. Persona Is
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

I

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT _ _ TIMES STARTING----

DAY CARE, crentive s1dll!J, lunch nhd nap,
two blocks from University. Cull 266·
_I 071, Daily or weekly. 2/16

WHO WROTE THE SONGS IN

ADAPTED FROM

SERVICES

JOHN SAGER would like to start n class
irt Spiritual Dance and Sufism. Propoocd
meeting Tuesday nt 7:00 P.l\I.
JIM 1\lcl(JNLEY, a Mns!<!r's in history
(emphasis literature), would lllce to
tea~h n class in Existentinliam and

8k8A
MUSIC IY

Fl.ESwr.A..'£J'Fl.A.~T

·~-

MI(HA~l

VIVIAN

Lunch

LI1ATHER, SANDALS AND CLO'l'HES
custom mnde. Phone 243-4614. l-owest
Prices. 2/11
IIADYSil'TlNG--My ltomc, one block from
campus. Cnll 242-8660. 2/10
YOU!t GOLDJ~N WORDS on n 3x12 Ilumpcr Sticltet•, .$1.00, copies 25c, rC!ri, green,
or WhiW, 30 Jetter mn.x.). The Snide Co.
Uox 93, Route 1, Illnine, Wnsh, 08230.
2/16
-t)

FORREN1'

PlTRNISHED 4 JJEDR:::O:::<::::>M:::-:I:;:to::-:M:;E:::;,-;Itent
Mnrch to mid-June. 209:0743. 2/18
Al'ARTMI-JNT l'OH QUmT UNIVER.
SJTY IlOYS. $16 month, utilities paid,
'1'. V. nnd rndio inc!Ucled. 11 blocl<s from
U11ivcrsity, No lonrr hnh·. 243·0200. 2/17

Rep;dr & Maintenance
on all foreign cars

'Joreign Car Specialis1s

ENCLOSED'~'-------

PLACED BY_~--------

333 Wyoming Blvd. NE

265·5901

~·rcc F.stimatc~
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Times, we see a pin-point they might lower their guarant~e at grandstands at the state ~air grounds,
photograph of Santana with the least a little bit. As to cancellations, the UNM football stadmm or the
quotation superimposed, "If we there should be an iron-clad contract Albuquerque Sports Stadium. With a
bring these guys to town we could which prohibits cancellations for
larger sea~ing capacity (10,000 plus),
lose our ass." The topic sentence of whatever reasons. But any group that more
tickets can be sold at
the article begins, "One of the surest is willing to lower their price in the
substantially
lower prices so that
ways to lose your financial ass in first place is probably going to show
everyone-the musicians, the
Albuquerque is to pick up the up.
promoters and the consumersexpenses for promoting a rock
Secondly, to insure a good
would be happy. To me, this concept
concert."
turn-out, especially since the rock
of
volumnizing is the only viable
An analysis into why rock fans in this city and state are poor, it
solution to the problem of bringing
promotion is so risky might prove is absolutely essential to keep the
good
rock entertainment to
h.elpful. The fundamental problem as price of tickets low. I think that no
Albuquerque.
My theory is based on
I see it is this: rock bands want lots ticket for a rock concert in
the idea of demand elasticity, and
of money-in fact ridiculous sums of Albuquerque should ever cost more
I'm
sure that any economics
money for Albuquerque-but we the than $3. If the price of tickets is
professor at UNM could tell a rock
consumers have very little money. reasonable, then people will attend.
concert
promoter whether it will
What this city needs, then, is a whole
Thirdly, to solve the apparent
work
or
not.
new approach to rock concert dilemma of supplying the
By JOHN RUSSO
As a footnote, I might add that it
promotion.
supergroup's high guarantee, from
I would like to comment on a
would help tremendously if both
This is what I think should be
statement music critic Charles done. Firstly, when asking a group to the limited financial resources of
rock
musicians and promoters were a
Andrews made in the Dec. 18 issue play here, the promoter should Albuquerque rock fans, it is
little less greedy. Certainly, few are
of The Lobo and also on an article appeal to them to lower their price if imperative that the volume of tickets
against a man making a legitimate
concerning the hazards of it is unreasonable, which it probably sold must be vastly increased. The
and
reasonable profit for his work,
rock-concert promotion in is. He should personally talk with the Civic Auditorium is the worst
but this extensive exploitation of hip
Albuquerque which appeared in the musicians, not with their agent, for possible place in Albuquerque to
by filthy capitalist pigs is
culture
hold a rock concert because it seats
Feb. 5 issue of the Hard Times.
disgusting. The whole business is
obvious reasons. He should present
Andrews wrote that "rock 'fans' to the musicians well-researched and only 500 people. Since there are so
shrouded in mystery: the consumer
in this town are a strange group; they documented facts which prove how few paying consumers, the price of really doesn't know exactly how
complain about living in a berg too poor this part of the country really the tickets must be exorbitant in
much Santana charges, exactly what
small to attract any good groups, and is. From their response, the order to insure that both the
promotional
expenses are or how
then when somebody goes out on a promoter can easily determine musicians and the promoters will
much promoters really make off a
limb to bring one here the crowd is whether the musicians are capitalist make their profit.
But the consumer does
concert.
Hence, the answer to this dilemma
consistently much smaller that it pigs or authentic love and peace
know, with a surprising amount of
should be." (I presume that people. It is my belief that if a band is in finding a location that will seat
certitude, that somebody's making a
Andrews's motive for saying this was were presented with this type of many more people than the civic; helluva lot of money off these rock
to boost attendance at the Jan. 16 request, it is not inconceivable that namely, Tingley Collesium, the
concerts and that they cost us too
Canned Heat concert.)
basketball arena, the horseracing
much money.
The thing Andrews apparently
doesn't realize is that tickets for rock
concerts in this city are too
expensive for most people to afford.
Unlike Andrews, most of us don't
get free tickets to the concerts so
that we can report the show for The
Lobo. Indeed, rock fans in this town
are not a strange group, but rather,
simply a poor group.
New Mexico is one of the poorest
states in the country, and
Albuquerque has been designed by
the federal government as "an area
of substantial unemployment." This
economic situation makes for a very
low wage rate, usually $1.60 per
hour or less, if a person is lucky
enough to get a job at all.
When someone is forced to shell
out anywhere from $4 to $5.50 for
two 45-minute sets of music, it is
hardly difficult to understand why
they are either reluctant to attend
such concerts or try to crash the
gate.
As to the article in the Hard

Financing Forces College Cutbacks

Bema

•. ,

Right On

.~
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By JOHN A. CIWWL
THE CHRONICLE
of Higher Education

Soaring Costs, Inflation Hurt Many Programs

Massive new aid from the
federal and state governments, forthcoming will be -filled for next year and a total of 15 per Princeton that last week
recommended both the budget
viewed by many academic leaders the remainder of the current fiscal cent over the next three years.
Stanford University, which a cutbacks and the tuition increase
as the long-range solution to their year at its College Park campus.
The tight financial situation in fiscal problems, apparently will Equipment purchases and year ago set out to pare ($300).
higher education is forcing a not be forthcoming soon.
out-of-state travel also are being $2.5-million from its budget over
New York University has a
growing number of colleges and
a four-year period, has expanded similar group at work to
And, with the exception of a curtailed.
universities to trim expenditures
Michigan State University has that goal to $6-million over the determine "the most effective use
few institutions, increases in
for the current fiscal year and to tuition, gifts, and endowment asked its administrative units to next five years.
of university resources."
budget smaller- than- normal income simply will not produce cut their budgets 1.5 per cent in
M o s t of the cutbacks
Such committees may cause
increases in spending for next enough additional funds to match the current year. The cutback is announced by institutions involve universities-and all of their
year.
expenses if costs continue to rise part of a state- imposed reduction smaller salary increases for constituencies- to take a closer
Expenditures at some as rapidly as they have in the past in appropriations that has resulted faculty, freezing of vacant look at their entire operations,
institutions will be smaller in few years.
from falling state revenue.
P o s it i o n s, red u c t ion o f according to William G. Bowen,
1971-72 than in the current year,
John Carroll University has maintenance, and curtailment of provost of Princeton,
As a result, more and more
despite inflationary pressures.
Bowen feels that "some hard
colleges are engaged in the announced a 5-per-cent cut in its ex P ens e an d e q u i P men t
The financial situation, says delicate operation of trying to current year's operation budget to allotments.
thought will be given to basic
Roger Howell, Jr., president of pare expenditures as much as ward off a deficit. The university
The University of Pennsylvania questions," which could result in
Bowdoin College, "is growing possible without sas:rificing also says it will increase tuition has undertaken most of those such things as educational reform,
worse rather than better."
academic quality or institutional next fall for the third time in kinds of reductions, according to a n d n e w ' ' p a t t e r n s of
Howell says that many colleges morale.
three years.
Harold E. Manley, vice-president collaboration among universities
are being forced "to re-examine
D a r t mouth Co I I e g e is for business and financial affairs. to achieve economies without loss
Belt-tightening procedures varytheir entire program." At widely from one institution to
undertaking a financial strategy He says they are "at best, of quality."
Bowdoin, he says, "We are hoping an other. Virtually all of the described as "slowed growth" by short-term holding actions."
Bowen believes competent
that we'll be able to bring our colleges that hav~ announced President John G. Kemeny. The
Manley says the university budgeting procedures will help
soaring costs down by a budget cuts, however, insist that size of the faculty will be slightly ultimately must solve its financial colleges and universities through
combination of increasing so far the reductions have not reduced, and salary increases will problems by ''adequate and the currently difficult times. "A.
efficiency and a careful watching been large enough to affect be smaller and less frequent.
timely long-range planning, hard good budget won't make a shaky
of all expenditures,"
educational quality. Some
McGill University in Montreal, decisions on priorities, and the institution strong," he says, "but
He continued, "Every one of examples;
faced with the prospect of an allocation of our human and a bad budget, in times like these,
our programs is receiving a long,
A Princeton University $8.3-million deficit in 1971-72 financial resources to those areas can make a strong institution
hard look. We are trying to do this committee last week
and
an even
larger
shortage
the and programs which will enable shaky and destroy a shaky one."
following
year,
plans
to slash
as a community effort, but there recommended expenditures of
Prince t 0 n has adopted the
seems little doubt that some of nearly $1-million less for the $3. 5·million from its budget by this university to fulfill the ro 1e it
several large cuts. Included are a has chosen for itself."
"programmatic" approach to
the things to which we have 1971-72 fiscal year than for the
$1.4-million reduction in faculty
To achieve such goals, a budgeting, he says, which means
become accustomed will have to current year. Along with a tuition
be eliminated or modified."
budgets and the elimination of n u m be r of co I I e g e s and viewing each budget item as part
increase, the cuts are expected to
university support for universities have set up of the program to which it
Howell could be speaking for help reverse the recent trend at
intercollegiate athletics.
institution-wide committees to belongs, rather than as a separate
many other institutions. The Princeton toward larger and larger
Columbia University has examine the long-range item.
prospect for easing the financial deficits.
pinch by merely increasing
undertaken an austerity program implications of the current
There appears to be a growing
The University of Maryland has
income seems remote for most announced that no faculty or staff that w i 11 ·invo Ive cuts in financial problem.
interest in the so·called programcolleges and universities.
Itwassuchastudent-faculty- budget approach to finance
vacancies- existing or administrative services and
academic programs of 8.5 per cent administration comQl.ittee---.at throughout higher education.
/.
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contributes to inflation, and we have
seen in the last two years what
ultimately happens when inflation
gets out of hand and an effort is
made to stop it. Government-protected labor unions are also
among the major obstacles to the
poor when they try to break into
skilled jobs. These unions sharply
restrict employment, often through
blatant discrimination. ln 1969 the
Philadelphia local of the
International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers in Pittsburgh had
no more members than it had 25
years ago.
Government-imposed tariffs and
quotas on imports also contribute to
inflation and high prices, forcing the
poor to buy more expensive
do~estic goods instead of· cheap
foreign goods. Unions and industry
combine to pressure government to
retain tariffs, despite nearly universal
agr~ement among economists about
thell' harmful effects.
Many government "solutions"
then, really seems to be part of the
problem. If these restrictions and
fa!ling programs are repealed, there
might be the rapid. progress in solving
poverty and increasing minority
e~ployment that would end the
discontent years.
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Canada CJpp"oS'es-..Proposal
/ To Ship Oil from Alaska

-~

Regents Nominations Hearing Today

Roberts is a former majority
whip and majority floor leader in

~

r· J:

The ballot box for the ASUNM contest to rename. the bookstore
sits in the Union lobby. The contest ends Feb. 22. No limitations on
possible names was given, however, the winner will not be
"offensive."

full SenAte Horn and Roberts will
replace Norris Bradbury and L. H.
Wilkinson whose terms expired
Jan. 1.
Horn is a partner in the Horn
Oil Co. in Albuquerque and is also
owner of the Calvin Horn
Publishing Co. He has served in
the state legislature, taught New
Mexico history in UNM's
Community College and is
currently a member of UNM
President Ferrel Hendy's advisory
board. He graduated from UNM in
1939.
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The Senate Rules Committee
was scheduled to meet at 8 this
morning to discuss the
appointment of Calvin Horn and
Austin Roberts to the UNM Board
of Regents.
Also on the Rules Committee's
agenda are the appointment of
Tom Wiley and Ben Roybal to the
Highlands Board of Regents.
Horn and Roberts, both of
whom are UNM graduates and
former state legislators, were
nominated to the Regents Board
on Feb. 4 by Gov. Bruce King.
Both arc democrats.
If approved by the Rules
Committee and confirmed by the
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Government Hinders Poor's Progress

By JERRY NORTON
Cuba, North Vietnam, China and the
YAF-FCNS
would be negative. To stay in
One favorite myth of the left is USSR held up as examples. business, the employer will either
that, thanks to evil capitalism, the Considering that the affluent man in have to .fire some. workers, replace
poor get poorer and the rich get these societies is poor by American them With machmes or raise his
richer. In point of fact, the 1970 standards, that "improvement" price~. The unemployment caused by
census indicated 24.3 million hardly seems worth a revolution.
Liberals of the John Lindsay mold the f1rst two possibilities is obvious
Americans could be classified as
and the third possibility contributes
"poor" compared to 39.5 million in offer their usual proposals: have to inflation.
1960. The poor, then are a th.e go.vernment spend more money,
Those unconvinced by abstract
raise mcomes through the fiat of
shrinking minority.
'
economics
need only to look at
T~is is not t? deny that poverty minimum wage laws, increase ~istory and statistics. After every
remams a senous problem with government controls over the 111crease in minimum wage
significant numbers of Am~ricans economy, ad nauseam. Unfortunately, unemployment has increased among
left out of the growing affluence. these simplistic solutions are exactly teenagers, especially teenage blacks.
When these Americans see what what the government has been trying This represents one of the most
others have and hear politicians say for 40 years, and the poor are more marginally employed groups. A
'
that they too should have these not less discontent.
A conservative would argue that report in the New York Times in
things, we have the "revolution of
1967 indicated that 100,000
rising expectations" that manif~sts the decrease in property that has Southern farm workers lost their
itself in riots, militant pressure continued to occur in this country jobs after the minimum wage was
has come in spite of, not because of
groups and increasing alienation.
applied to them.
Because of this, to say that liberal programs Hke those outlined
The monopoly power that
poverty is gradually decreasing is not above, and that the best way to government has granted to labor
enough. Unless progress is faster, make faster progress would be to unions has much the same effect as
abolish many of these government
espedall~ am?ng minority groups, hinderances.
minimum wage laws. Unions force
the natwn Is courting domestic
The prime example is the employers to raise wages without
disaster.
corresponding productivity increases.
The new left "solution" would be minimum wage. It should be obvious Some companies that can't pay these
a revolution to replace the present that if a company's profit margin is wages go out of business, as have
system with another. While the local small and a government law increases many newspapers. Others, like the
Ches are usually vague about what the wages it must pay its employes coal industry, speed up automation.
this will be, it generally enta11S without an accompanying increase i~ Most simply pass the increase on to
collectivism, with such societies as production, the effect on consumers, including the poor who
employment and the economy
must then pay higher prices. This

\'"

the state House of
Representatives. He is currently a
member of the law firm of
Tansey, Rosebrough, Roberts and
Gerding in Farmington, N.M. He
received his bachelors and law
degrees from UNM.
Wiley and Roybal will succeed
Jose Maldonado and Frank Peloso
if confirmed by the Senate. Wiley
is curnmtly the chief of the
Albuquerque Public Schools
system and p~.·ior to assuming that
post was a professor of school
administration at UNM. Roybal is
a practicing Albuquerque
attorney.

OTTAWA ( UPI)- External
Affairs Minister Mitchell Sharp
said Monday he was counting on
pub 1ic opinion in the United
States to block the proposer!
tanker route from Alaska to the
U.S~ west coast.
Sharp said Canada was strongly
opposed to the proposal, now
under study by the U.S.
government, to ship oil from the
fields in northern· Alaska by
pipeline to Valdez, Alaska, and
then by tanker to refineries in
Bellingham, Wash.
He said Canada had not made a
formal protest because the matter
was still under study and because
the tankers' proposed route would
all be in international or U.S.
territorial waters.
However, he noted Bellingham
was only a few miles from the
Canadian border and any
pollution would affect Canadian
waters in the Juan De Fuca and
Georgia straits as well as around
the cities of Vancouver and
Victoria.
"You can imagine what would
happen if one of those tankers
was to break up and spill its cargo
into those ·inland waters," the
Minister told newsmen. "It would
take years and years, perhaps
forever, to clean up the pollution,
"This is the time for public
opinion on the west coast to
express itself forcefully. They all
have a similar interest in
preventing pollution of the
coastline.
"This is not a case of the
Canadian government opposing
the U.S. government,'' Sharp said.
"If the tribunal now examining
the proposal rules in favor, then
the Canadian government would
have to consider. joining the
protest formally. But I hope that
the tribunal will recommend
against it on ecological grounds."
He urged U.S. Congressmen and
State Legislators, especially on the
west coast, to "express themselves
ve1·y f o rcefully" to halt the
proposal. He noted the British
Columbia Legislature already has
passed a resolution condemning
the plan.

Sharp said an all·pipeline route
from Alaslm through Canada's
Maclcenzit> Valley would be an
"alternative" to the present
proposal, but he said Canada
would not offer any special
"deal" to encourage a Mackenzie
Valley pipeline.
"I don't think we should be
buying anyone off," he said. "I
think this present proposal should
be considered on its
merits-whether it is the right
thing to do."

National Guard
Law Challenged
BOULDER, COLO. {CPS)-'I'he
constitutionality of a state law
granting immunity from
punishment to military men
involved in quelling civil
disturbances is being challenged in
the Denver Federal District Court.
The suit, brought by University
of Colorado (UC) law students
with help from the American Civil
Liberties Union, does not stem
from any specific incident. David
Engdahl, UC law professor, said
the issue is "the official
condoning of battlefield tactics"
by troops against civilians.

Final GSA Results
Bert Hansen won a
narrow victory Feb. 12 to
become the second
president of GSA.
Hansen polled 382 votes
in the week-long balloting
to edge out Kathy
McNerney by some 16
votes. Jim O'Neill was
unopposed in the vice
presidential race.
A referendum to create
a five-member GSA
Student Court to hear
graduate student legal
matters was passed, as was
the $20,250.50 GSA
budget.
Hansen will hold office
until next year.

